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"Every good project deserves a good explanation, so I'm going to attempt a
thorough, albeit lighthearted, overview of the Q-SMAKAS project in 5 sections and
hold myself to several hundred words a section (with the option to expand on
contents with your (the reader's) further interest)."

Definitions
"Ready" tooltip - the tooltip being used in deposition. By "ready," the feedstock (a carbon
dimer) is in its expected geometry and "ready" to be deposited. The "ready" tooltip is to be
contrasted with the "defect" tooltip.
"Defect" tooltip - any geometry of the tooltip and feedstock that we do not want. That is, a
tooltip geometry that has the dimer NOT available for deposition.
Tooltip - some structure containing a framework for holding a (possibly highly reactive and
otherwise unstable) feedstock for deposition on a workspace.
Feedstock - here (mostly), a carbon dimer (C2). Generally, some atom or molecule being placed
in the fabrication of a nanostructure.
Workspace - the name for the "in-process" nanostructure, the incomplete object being
fabricated.
Conformational space - all possible geometries of a molecule generated by atomic motion of
some form or another (such as spinning around a covalent bond). Conformational changes are
not the same as covalent changes, where chemical bonds are broken. The conformational space
of your hand would include hand-open, hand-closed, fingers bent, hitchhiker-pose, etc. A
covalent change would involve displacing one or more fingers several feet from your palm.
Yakuza - Japanese mafia.
DC10c - the name for the tooltip analyzed by Allis and Drexler, which will be referred to as if
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everyone knows what it is (because the paper is available for free, so no one has an excuse to
not know what we're talking about).

Scope
The project scope (and the reason behind the Q-SMAKAS project) is best introduced in the context of
the nanofactory movie, which is available for viewing here. As a quantum chemist, the business end
of the movie to my mind occurs between 1 min. 47 sec. and 2 min. 34 sec., the region between which
the molecular tooltip binds an acetylene feedstock, a second tooltip dehydrogenates the acetylene
(which is another interesting project to think about simulating as well!), and the now highly strained
carbon dimer (C2) finds itself deposited onto a workspace (in the movie a block of diamond, which is
ALSO an interesting project to think about simulating). I refer to this part of the movie as the quantum
chemical "business end" because the act of making and breaking chemical bonds (as shown) is
something that precious few molecular mechanics programs (the common "ball and spring" molecular
simulations) are capable of simulating (and those that can are still under active development).
Quantum chemistry is the route by which such changes to electronic structure are best handled.
The intent of Q-SMAKAS as a general simulation protocol is to diagnose defect structures from
among a selection of tooltips as a means to predicting which ones are more or less likely to behave
correctly in this mechanosynthetic context (to weed out the field of candidate structures).

Defect analyses
"If you put a stark-raving mad homicidal lunatic on a deserted island with no one to kill and only
vegetables to eat, he's an OK guy."
The quote above is how I described the difference between stability and reactivity in the DC10c
tooltip to Sander Olsen (question 7 if anyone's interested). The carbon dimer tooltips (such as the
nanofactory DC10c and other dimer tooltips proposed by Robert Freitas and Ralph Merkle and
coworkers) are highly reactive species because of the highly strained geometries of the carbon dimers.
I would expect no insurmountable problems with the study (by spectroscopy or as reactants in an
organic synthesis) of the DC10c tooltip or the silicon/germanium/tin-based dimer tooltips with the
bound acetylene molecules, as the most reactive positions of the carbon dimers are engaged in
covalent bonds to hydrogen atoms. With those hydrogen atoms removed, however, the DC10c or any
other proposed carbon dimer tooltip would be expected to react instantaneously with ANYTHING in
solution. As any molecular manufacturing enthusiast knows, however, the issue of instantaneous
reactivity with solution is removed from the discussion because there is no solution to react with. A
highly reactive molecule that has nothing to react with will, as expected, not react.
All gross generalities are, of course, bad. There is a big difference between reactivity (which I'll call
the tendency of something to interact with something else) and stability (which I'll call, in a
mechanosynthetic context, the tendency of something to interact with itself). It is possible that a
tooltip can physically rearrange to some other stable form, driven by nothing but stray photons, heat
in the system, the time of day, etc.). A knife with its blade exposed is certainly the more functional
geometry for such an object, but the knife with its blade retracted into the handle is the geometry least
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likely to damage the blade. A similar analogy can be drawn with the carbon dimer tooltips. The
"ready" tooltip is, by application, the geometry preferred for mechanosynthesis. It is possible that
some more stable geometry exists for the tooltip that increases the total number of covalent bonds
(which, without the whole quantum chemical rigmarole, is a pretty good gauge of chemical stability).
Worse still, this need not be some simple "insertion" of the dimer into the tooltip or simple twisting
defect to render the tooltip useless for deposition. Highly strained molecules are Japanese puzzle
boxes, where a seemingly simple change in geometry can lead to a cascade of multi-step
rearrangements that can, at their worst, lead to structures geometrically far removed from their initial
forms. While these new geometries may be chemically interesting and worthy of a paragraph in an
organic mechanisms textbook, they are very likely useless to mechanosynthesis because the division
of the deposition process into tooltip-feedstock-workspace is formally removed, thereby throwing out
the deterministic progression in the fabrication process that is simultaneously the cornerstone and the
controversy of all molecular manufacturing.
The identification of defect states to know when and how a tooltip may deform and make itself useless
for mechanosynthesis is a critical "last step" of any exhaustive tooltip analysis. If you've ever thrown
out a broken appliance after 1 week of 7 uses, you know the importance that the manufacturer
SHOULD have placed on product testing. Now imagine that same appliance set to operate in 20
nanosecond cycles with the same defect rate. Even the most optimistic nanotechnologist would have a
hard time basing a multi-trillion dollar industry on a nanoscale hammer or screwdriver with a 140
nanosecond lifespan. While no tooltip may ever have the longevity of the heliocentric model, the
Haber cycle, or a Twinkie in a dark closet, one that undergoes 1012 operations in, say, 100
nanosecond intervals is still good for nearly 10 days of productivity. A tooltip that could perform the
same stable feat of engineering with an expectancy of 1023 operations would last about 2.7 million
years. A tooltip that falls apart instantaneously to a highly stable geometry is, of course, the best
reason for legislators to enact nano-lemon laws at the first sign of commercial, previously-owned,
"only employed for replication once" molecular manufacturing appliance resellers.

Methodology
In section 3.5 of the DC10c paper, a number of possible defect structures (failure modes) were
considered in order to gauge the operational performance of the tooltip. We performed this analysis by
"designing" defect structures and comparing the relative energies of the defects to the "ready" tooltip,
a process that involves both an understanding of organic chemistry and mechanisms and no small
amount of patience. The purpose of the Q-SMAKAS project is to simplify the defect structure
analysis of any tooltip by making that tooltip run the proverbial gauntlet of structural stretches,
strains, and rearrangements by hammering on the structure at energies high enough to drive the
geometry far from its "ready" geometry, what someone else might refer to as "exploring the covalent
space under non-realistic conditions." The lower-energy version of Q-SMAKAS (Q-SMACS), is the
driving theoretical force behind the folding@home project, where the conformational space being
explored is the space defined by all of the torsional degrees of freedom around each amide (peptide)
bond. In effect, Q-SMACS is to a hot water bottle what Q-SMAKAS is to a lit match. If Q-SMACS is
a Sunday drive on a paved road in a Mercedes Benz, Q-SMAKAS is a Yakuza chase through an
abandoned quarry in a car with no suspension and no clearance (such as my VW Beetle, which
already lets on the appearance of having come in a distant Second).
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The Q-SMAKAS simulation yields many high-energy, highly deformed structures that then undergo
energy minimization, some of which may be the "ready" tooltip and many of which may likely be
what we're calling "defect" structures. If Brian decided to call this energy minimization step
"Q-SNOOOZED", or "Quantum Self-consistency = No Other Obligatory Optimization = Zero Energy
Difference," we'll have completed the gamut of necessary quantum onomatopoeia to describe all
molecular activities performed in the project. The automation, and the massive distribution of possible
structure calculations, is meant to provide a researcher with as highly sampled a "geometry space" of
plausible defect structures as possible, thereby adding considerable weight to the validity of a tooltip
design for mechanosynthetic operations or, with the identification of one or more stable and realizable
defect structures, good reasons to redesign the tooltip or run screaming from their research. It is
expected that many of the MD steps will generate structures that, upon optimization, will fall to the
same minimum energy form, meaning it is completely plausible that 500 MD-sampled geometries
may yield only 10 distinct defect structures. If the 500 runs yield only 1 structure (the minimum), that
means we either have a phenomenally stable tooltip or we've not beaten on the tooltip hard enough
(which means we will change the MD conditions accordingly).

Cast of Characters
The first run of Q-SMAKAS will be performing defect analyses on 25 tooltips, including the DC10c
and 24 unique Ge-based diamondoid tooltip structures analyzed in a quantum chemical survey of new
tooltip motifs by Freitas, Allis, and Merkle (again, the DC10c paper is available HERE.) The
Ge-tooltip survey paper is currently in press and will be linked to when available). The DC10c
underwent a fairly in-depth defect analysis, while the Ge-tooltip survey paper included only a
first-order defect structure analysis, looking at the defect structures generated from changing the
binding arrangement of the dimer at the tooltip-feedstock interface (which itself was a considerable
undertaking from an initial cast of 53 potential tooltips).

Questions, Concerns, and Crazy Ideas Solicited
The project all sounds well and good on paper, but doesn't mean anything without YOU (well,
specifically, your computer(s), but no one will make that distinction in 10 years). Accordingly, there's
no reason why you shouldn't have a broad and substantive understanding of what it is your machine is
doing as related to the Q-SMAKAS project. Text is cheap and a thorough FAQ will only help the
project. If there's something you'd like to know about the project, the process, or the tooltips, please
ask in the NanoHive@Home science forum. Questions and answers will serve as the first round of the
FAQ and get others thinking/crunching, which is all any of us can ask for.
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